TAILORED PARTS PACKAGE
How does your current supply chain stack up?

There’s a fine line between ensuring every aircraft in your fleet is readily available
and maintaining the parts inventory to do so. Does your current parts supplier
offer predictable pricing, guaranteed lead times, or worldwide locations? If not,
it’s time to look at Tailored Parts Package from Boeing.

Customized.
Tailored Parts Package is a customized
supply chain solution—you commit to
purchasing a set group of parts for the
term of your contract, Boeing does
the rest.

Simplified.

Delivered.

We work with you to create the right
package based on the needs of your
organization and help simplify the supply
chain process, which allows your teams
to focus on the right priorities.

Not only do we guarantee parts are
delivered when and where you need
them, Tailored Parts Package can
also deliver significant savings to
your supply chain operation.

See How

The tailored parts program delivers significant savings to your supply
chain operations and offers benefits where others can’t.

Sustainable Value
Predictable pricing and lower inventory holding costs means long-term savings
and more accurate forecasting.

1 Fixed Pricing

4 Guaranteed Lead Times

2 Guaranteed Performance

5 Customized Terms

3 Lower Inventory Holding Costs

6 Rebates

Pricing and escalation protection for the length of the term.

Performance guarantees reinforcing a commitment to
your operation.

Volume discounts—the more you buy,
the more you save without having to carry the inventory.

Assurances of part availability, allowing you to hold less
safety stock and lower your inventory cost.

Favorable lines of credit allowing you to purchase exactly
the parts you need

Rebates and sales incentive programs.

Highly Flexible
You know your organization best, so we work with you to create agreements
on your terms.

1 Fixed Pricing

3 Easy Returns

2 Customized Terms

4 Warranty Customization

Personalized pricing structure that adjusts annually.

Customizable term agreements ranging from one to five
year or more.

Selectable return policy on Boeing proprietary parts.

Favorable warranty period on Boeing proprietary parts.

Most Comprehensive
When you have access to a worldwide parts inventory, you won’t need to look
anywhere else for the parts you need.

1 Lower Inventory Holding Costs

Worldwide locations to ensure timely delivery.

2 Guaranteed Lead Times

Unmatched parts selection with guaranteed lead times
ensuring access to parts when you need them.

Risk Protection
With hassle-free returns, favorable warranty policies, and guaranteed
performance, you’re covered.

1 Fixed Pricing

3 Easy Returns

2 Lower Inventory Holding Costs

4 Warranty Customization

Locked-in pricing for the term of the agreement to protect
you even in a volatile market.

Deliver parts only when you need them, eliminating
potential shortages and costly logistics.

The option to return excess parts.

Warranty on OEM parts.

Leading Services
On-site, on call, or on-demand, we’re on it.

1 Guaranteed Lead Times

Access to parts exactly when you need them to help keep
your operations running effectively.

3 Customized Terms

On-site program support to help you navigate a complex
and ever-changing supply chain.

2 Guaranteed Performance

Service-level agreements ensuring parts are delivered on time.

Talk to us.

Talk to us today so we can understand your supply chain needs
and see how Tailored Parts Package can help your organization.

